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ABSTRACT 
This paper is devoted to the description of the limiting set of Toeplitz matrices 
generated by functions being locally normal over QC. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let s’l”’ > *-* > sr) be the singular values of the Toeplitz matrix Z”(f) 
= (fi_j), i,j = 0,. . . , n - 1, associated with a bounded complex-valued 
function f on the unit circle T c C. The limiting set of singular values is by 
definition a set A = h(f) with th e o f 11 owing property: A E A if and only if 
there exist sequences k, and n, (with n1 < n2 < .** 1 such that 
Iim m-m spm) = A. A classical result of Szeg(i 12, Section 5.2(b)] states that, 
for real-vaLed functions f E L”(T), 
h(f) = [essinff, esssupf]. 
H. Widom [5] described the limiting set if either f E PC or f is the product 
of a bounded real-valued function and a function in QC, 
N.f> = sP [T(f)T(f)]1’2 ” sP [T(f)T(f)l”“. (1) 
Moreover, he showed that if A E A, then there exists a sequence k, such 
that lim n ~ m sp’ = A. Here PC means the closure [in L”(T)] of the algebra of 
all piecewise c”ontinuous functions, and QC the algebra of quasicontinuous 
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functions. T(f) stands for the Toeplitz operator generated by f (see the 
definition below). We shall prove that Widom’s result holds for a more 
general class fl of functions which includes both classes mentioned above. By 
definition, f E R if and only if f is locally normal over QC. That means the 
following. For a commutative Banach algebra A with identity e, let M(A) be 
the space of maximal ideals. It is well known that every a E M(A) can be 
identified with a multiplicative functional. For /3 E M(QC), put 
Mp(L”) = {a E M(L”): crJQC = p}. 
The compact set Mp(L”> is referred to as the fiber of M(L”) over P. A 
function f E L” is called normal over Mp if the convex hull con f( Mp > is a 
line segment (i.e. a set of the form [z, u;] = ((1 - hlz + Aw : A E [O, 11) and 
z,w E cl. 
A function f E L” is said to be locally normal over QC if f is normal over 
Mp for all /3 E M(QC). H. Widom [5] pointed out that the main tool in 
proving his theorem is the finite-section method. We shall show that a deeper 
understanding of this method leads, for instance, to the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. 
(i) Iff is locally normal over QC, then the limiting set A(f) is given by 
A(f 1 = sp [py@Yf y ” sp [r(f Pyf)l”‘. 
(ii) Zf A E A, th en there exists a sequence k, such that lim n --) m ~2:’ = A. 
The importance of the finite section method in studying such questions is 
given by the following observation (due to H. Widom). First of all it is more 
convenient to work with the squares t, cn) of the singular values; we thus set 
A= A2. 
Therefore, if A is given by (l), then A = sp T(j?T( f > U sp T(f )T(J‘). Let 
I,, be the identity operator on the range of P,, (P,, : 1 2 + 12>, where 
Pn{a,, . . .}:= {a,, . . . , a,_,, 0, em*}. It is easily seen that a number t is not 
equal to any tLk) (k = 1,. . . , n> if and only if the operator 
A, = T,(f)Tn(f) - tG (2) 
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is invertible, and then we have 
minltp) - tl =J([T,(f)T,(f) - tZ,]-ll(. 
k 
We now introduce the notion of stability. A sequence of operators {A,}, 
A,, : im Z’, + im P,,, is called stable if the operators are invertible for suffi- 
ciently large R and the norms (1 A,‘P,(l are bounded as n + 00. By the above 
remarks we see that properties (i> and (ii> formulated in Theorem 1 can be 
reformulated in this terminology as follows: 
(i) t 4 A if and only if the sequence (2) is stable 
(ii) If t E A, then no subsequence of (2) is stable. 
In order to investigate the stability problem we use the following concept 
[3, 4, l]. Let 9 be the collection of all sequences {A,} of operators A,, acting 
on im P,,, n E Z,, with supnEz+ (1 A,, P,ll < M. Then, 9 actually forms a 
Banach algebra (under coordinatewise operations); moreover it is a C*-alge- 
bra. Inside there is a closed ideal JV of all sequences {C,] with JJC, P,,ll + 0 as 
n -+ a. Set F = F/9X Now it is easy to see that for f E L” the set A = A2 
is given by spU’,,(f)T,,(f)l” with respect to F, where {a}” refers to the 
coset containing {o}. Indeed, the sequence {A,] is stable if and only if the 
coset {A,,} +Jtr is invertible in F. Assertion (ii) of Theorem 1 is already 
proved in [5] (for general f E L”), so we are left with the proof of assertion 
(i). To this end we introduce some further algebras. Define & to be the 
collection of all sequences {A,,} E 9 for which there are operators A and A’ 
on l2 such that 
A,P,, + A, A;P,, + A*, A,P,, + A, i*,P” --, Fi* 
strongly, where A, = W,, AW,, with W,,(a,, . . ‘9 a,-,, .a* ]: = {a,_ 1, . . , a,, 
0,o.e ). This is a closed C *-algebra of 9, which contains all sequences {T,( f )} 
with f E L” and all sequences {P,,TP,} with T E~Z~> [sZ2> c.P'(~~> being 
the ideal of all compact operators]. The set J C& given by 
J = ({A,} E&: A,, = P,KP,, + W,LW,, + C,, K, L EX(P), {c,} ESJ) 
actually forms a closed two-sided ideal in &. 
We shall use the following proposition, which can be found, for instance, 
in [l]. 
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PROPOSITION 1. A sequence {A,) E& is stable (or, equivalently, {A,}” 
is invertible in F) if and only if the operators A and A are invertible and the 
coset {A,} + J is invertible in LX’/]. 
It turns out that it is frequently more convenient to study the invertibility 
problem in .FZ/] instead in V. 
REMARK. 
(i) If A = T(f >, i.e. the operator defined on l2 by 
then T(f)= T(i), where f;(t) = f(t). 
(ii) It is not hard-to see that the operator W, can be replaced by the (only 
additive) operator W, given by 
Then, for instance, we have v,T(f >w, = P,T(f)P,, and the operator 
T(f) plays the role of m. We shall use this fact without any further 
comment. 
Now let f be locally normal over QC, and let df be the smallest 
C*-subalgebra of ti containing the sequence {P,T(f >I',} and all sequen- 
ces {P,T(g)P,} with g E QC. We mention the inclusion J C&~ (see [l, 
Proposition 7.271). Analogously, let sf be the smallest C*-subalgebra of 
2?(12) containing T(f) and all T(g) with g E QC. Here we also have 
J$12) ~9'~ (see, for instance, [l, Theorem 4.791). Set q = -“r// and 
97 = ~f/~12>. Let {a)” stand for the coset containing {*}. 
2. THE ALGEBRAS q AND a;, AND THE PROOF OF 
THEOREM 1 
Recall that we are interested in describing the set A = A2 for some 
sequences of Toeplitz matrices. By our above observation we have 
.A = sP {T"(IP"(f)jT 
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(the spectrum taken with respect to .Y>. Using Proposition 1 (and that all 
algebras occurring here are C*-algebras) we observe that it suffices to find 
sp Kf,(f)T,(f)l + 11 in *. We p rove that $? and 99; are naturally 
isomorphic, so that sp [{T,(f)T,(f)l + J I equals sp [T(f)T(f) + S12>1. We 
prove our claim as follows. Both algebras q, 9’; contain a copy of 
QC, which, moreover, lies in the center of each of these algebras (see [l, 
Propositions 2.14(l), 7.7(2); Theorem 2.94(b)]). Let P be one of the algebras 
q or 95’;. Let /3 E M(QC) be an arbitrarily given maximal ideal, and form 
It is well known that, for a E LF, 
spa = u sp(a +M 
/3~?+4(Qc) 
(3) 
(see [I, Theorem 1.341). 
Using that the cosets T(f) +aZ2> + Jp and {T,,(f)} + J + Jp are both 
completely determined by the restriction off to MO (see [l, Theorem 1.34]), 
it is easy to see that gp is singly generated for each /3 E M(QC) (see also 
141). 
If E’ = 9;, then T(f) +Z(l’) + Jp is a generator of gp, and if G? =q, 
then IT,(f)1 + J + Js is a generator of 55”. Therefore, gfi is commutative, 
and its space of maximal ideals is homeomorphic to the spectrum of its 
generator. 
Now we apply the results of [4, Section 71, which give 
sp [r(f) +JW2) + Jp] = sp[k(f)} + J + r,] = conf(%& 
Obviously, the map Af” +.%“, {A,}” * {s - lim A,}” is a continuous *- 
homomorphism onto B”. 
and as a conclusion we ri 
This gives, in connection with (31, that q g 9:, 
ave the following fact: T(f)T(f) - tl is Fredholm if 
and only if {T,(j)T,,(f)} - {t&J + J . 
gives that (T,(f>T,,(f>l - {tInI 
1s invertible in q. Proposition 1 now 
is stable if and only if t G sp T(f)T(f) U 
sp T(f)T(f). Theorem 1 is completely proved. 
REMARK. As a by-product we have proved that J+/! is isometrically 
isomorphic to the algebra smb_+, the elements of which are given by the 
following rule: If {A,) E+ then {W,{ A,), W,{ A,11 E smb+, Wi{ A,} = 
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s - lim,,, A,P,, W,{A,} = s - lim W,A,W,. Moreover, for {A,} ES$ 
the limiting set A of the singular values may be introduced as above, and one 
gets as an immediate consequence of our investigation that 
A = sp [W&%~~A~~)]“’ ” sp [Wz({A”){A:}#“. 
3. THE BLOCK CASE 
If X is any linear space, then X, will denote the linear space of column 
vectors of length N with entries from X, and XNx N the linear space of all 
N X N matrices with entries from X. The space X, becomes a Banach 
space if one introduces (for instance) a norm by 
llh.. . , XN)+IIXN = ( Cllxil12x )I/‘. 
Here (*)’ stands for the transposed matrix. Define operators on 2; by 
<aij the Kronecker delta), which we denote again by P,, and W,,. To each 
element f = <fij>fl’j= 1 E LmNx N we assign the block Toeplitz operator T(f) 
cm 1; by T(f) = (T(f,j>>tj= 1 and the (block) Fourier coefficients fi, i E 2. 
Form the block Toeplitz matrices T,(f) = <fi_j>~~~O. The limiting set of the 
singular values of the sequence {T,(f)} may be defined quite analogously to 
the case N = I (also called the scalar case). Our next goal is to identify the 
limiting set for {T,(f)), f E LIXN being locally normal over QC. That is, the 
convex hull con f ( MB) is a line segment (i.e. a set of the form [z, w J = (0 - 
A)z + Aw : A E [O, 11) and z, w E C,,, for each p E M(QC)). 
THEOREM 2. If f E Llx N is locally normal over QC, then the limiting 
set R(f > is given by 
A(f) = Sp[qf)T(f)]1’2” sP[IV)T(f>l”‘. 
For the proof of this theorem we need a technical lemma. 
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LEMMA. Iit g = (gij)rj=l E CNX&l (MD > be normal. Then there exists a 
real-valued function h E C( Mp) and complex numbers pij and vij such that 
gij = pij + vijh 
for all i, j = 1, . . , N. 
Proof. We have con g(Mp) = [z,w] with some Z,W E CNXN. Assume 
z = 0 and w = (wij)fil,i. If wij = 0, then gij is the zero function. If 
wij z 0, then write 9ij = wiilgij. Therefore, 
where we set gi 3 0 if wij = 0. Introduce the sets g-‘(w) = {x E Mp : 
g(x) = w} for all o E range g. Clearly, Mp = U o E range g-‘(w), and each 
function 9ij is real-valued and constant on each set g -i&0). Moreover, the 
functions 9i. take the same value on g 
d 
-i(w) for all indices i, j for which 
wij # 0, an for all i, j for which wij = 0 respectively. Therefore, there exists 
a real function h E C( Mp) with 
h = 9ii 
for all indices i, j with wij # 0, and our claim is proved. If z $ 0, consider 
g - z, andwe are done. H 
Proof of Theorem 2. Fix /3 E M(QC). By the lemma just proved, the 
entries of f 1 MB are of the form 
where h E L” and hl MO is real-valued. Now we proceed as in the scalar case 
and introduce some algebras, namely the algebras q,,,), z$~,, 
(&f&N,, (sf)cN,, and (J+)?,), (gf)TN), which are defined quite similarly to 
those given in Section 
l(‘ijg)yj=r : g E QCI> 
1. Note that the algebra QC (identified with 
1s contained in the center of both (J$)&.) and ( L+)T~ ). 
Therefore we can carry out the localizing procedure described in Section 2 
and form the local algebras (L+);~)~ and (&J)&)P. Due to (4, we deduce 
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from [4, $91, 2, 51 that 
(gfl defined in Section 2). Using (3), one obtains 
The arguments needed to finish the proof are now the same as in Section 2. 
W 
4. SPECTRAL APPROXIMATION 
The results of the former sections can be completed by the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Any interual ( rl, rz> such that h(f) c ( rl, r,) contains 
the singular values of T,,( f > for n suficiently large. 
Proof. For the sake of simplicity we restrict ourselves to the scalar case 
N = 1. As in the first section, we shall work with the squares of the singular 
values. So we are left with the following problem: prove that any interval 
(si, sz> such that A c (sl, s2) contains sp T,(f)T,(f) for n sufficiently large. 
Since T,(f)T,(f) is positive for all n, 
sp T,(@Xf 1 = [O, co). 
Fix a number r > supllT,(f)T,(f >[I. Then, obviously, {T,(f)T,(f > - AZ] is 
invertible in Y for all A > r. Consider A belonging to the compact set 
G = ([O, w> \ (sr, s,)) fl [0, r]. Then {T,(f)T,(f) - AZ,] is stable, i.e., 
T,,(J‘)T,(f) - AZ, is invertible for all n sufficiently large, say n > n,(h), and 
suplKT,(f)T,(f) - AZ,,)-‘11 < ~0. It is easy to see that this assertion is also 
true for all p from a sufficiently small neighborhood of A with the same 
n,(A). Since G is compact, we can select a finite number I, . . , u(A,) of 
such neighborhoods which cover G. Put no = max i6 i 6k nO(Aj). Now it is 
obvious that sp T,,(f)T,(f) c (sl, s2) for n > n,. n 
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